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Your challenge

Currently your data is stored in a PLM database or on a file system. You are searching for an experienced
partner who is able to migrate all your data into Aras Innovator?
Your challenge is the export of your meta- and CAD-data from a PLM system or file system and a import
into Aras Innovator in a consistent and performant way (including all assembly,- drawing- and logical
links)?
You are searching for a partner who has not only tool knowledge, but who is also experienced in high
end data migration and has proven his expertise within a successful data migration project into Aras
Innovator?
Than NTT DATA Innovation & Product Lifecycle Management is your partner.

Our project experience

n

1,3 Mio. data records

n

2,5 Mio. structure records

n

650 GB structured CAD data including logical links

n

Migration of CAD data into newer CAD version

n

Reprocess and cleanup of CAD data structure based on predefined criteria‘s

n

Duration of migration: 96h (Duration of data migration process – export, import and preparation)

Our
End-to-End-Migration-Process
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Our approach

Your contact:
Jens Rollenmüller
Managing Consultant IPLM
Tel.: +49 (172) 851 2929
Jens.Rollenmueller@nttdata.com

n

Consulting regarding the best migration strategy for your data

n

Content and time scheduling of data migration

n

Creation of a detailed concept for data migration

n

Determination of logical links within CAD and PLM

n

Creation of export packages as a base for a stable link export

n

Realization of data migration from source to Aras Innovator

n

Execution of data migration (export, reprocessing, import)

n

Ensuring data quality during data migration

n

Documentation of data migration

n

Cleanup of non critical problems after data migration

n

Analysis of problems after migration

n

End user support

About NTT DATA

NTT DATA offers innovative business and IT solutions, which provide its customers with tangible
added value. Headquartered in Tokyo, the Japanese IT and consulting company operates in over
35 countries. NTT DATA focuses on long-term commitment: The company combines its global
reach with its knowledge of the local market to provide premier professional services from consulting and systems development to outsourcing.

NTT DATA combines local flexibility and agility with centrally coordinated access to global resources.
NTT DATA’s long-standing customer relationships are a testament to its ability to combine the best
of both worlds: the scale and resources of a globally operating group, combined with local teams
possessing profound market insight and the expertise of local teams. This has allowed NTT DATA
to meet customer needs all over the world, consistently exceeding their expectations for quality,
best practice approaches and local knowledge.
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